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Luoyao holds her chest in both hands. The soft extrusion of the chest and a deep gully seem to make 

countless men drunk. 

 

"This boy has a strong Dan Qi. I've been refining pills all my life. Naturally, I can feel it. Moreover, if I 

don't feel wrong, this boy's Alchemy level is above me! Even he may have refined ancient pills 

 

As soon as he said this, old Qiu's face changed! 

 

My family miss is a talented girl of danxu tower. Even in the place of killing, her Dan Dao is far higher 

than the invincible Hong Tao! 

 

The key miss is extremely arrogant in Dan Dao. He has been with her for so many years. She has never 

seen her admit that others are better than herself! 

 

But at this moment, miss is incomparably positive to say this sentence! 

 

What the hell is that kid! 

 

Luo Yao let go of her hand and said to him, "Mr. Qiu, find a way to find out the origin of this young man, 

and you should follow this boy in person. Remember to keep an absolute distance! Stay away! Don't 

offend! This boy is very important to our family 

 

"Yes, miss." 

 

Soon, old Qiu disappeared into a shadow. 

 



Only Luoyao is left in the pharmacy. 

 

Her eyes slightly squint, looking at the night, light way: "Ye Chen? Interestingly, today, I saw the 

potential choice of two top Dan masters: ye Shitian and ye Chen, eh? They are all surnamed Ye. Is there 

any connection? " 

 

"Since both of them have been targeted by me, I am definitely not qualified to fight for ye Shitian, but ye 

Chen is an opportunity." 

 

…… 

 

Ye Chen left the pharmacy and went to Hong Tao's residence. 

 

Now the lights are on. 

 

Those who return to the virtual environment come and go, obviously still searching for some evidence. 

 

Ye Chen Mou son tiny MI, directly came to a remote back door. 

 

There are only a few people guarding here, because it is the back door, few people pass by. 

 

"Stop!" 

 

A few spears shot straight out! Fall in front of Ye Chen! 

 

"No admittance. Get out of here!" 

 

The sound of cold threat falls directly, but ye Chen is motionless. 

 

His spiritual consciousness was released, and the wind and grass around him were clear. 



 

"Why don't you get out of here?" 

 

One of Hong Tao's subordinates is a little angry. After all, Hong Tao's accident is worrying about their 

future! 

 

It depends on whether the killer will continue to accept them! 

 

He does not care what ye Chen is for, directly stabbing Ye Chen's heart with a long gun. Once 

penetrated, the consequences will be unimaginable. 

 

Just at the moment when he was about to stab into Ye Chen's body, ye Chen shook his head helplessly, 

and his two fingers stretched out, just like pincers, he clamped the long gun full of vigor! 

 

Never move! 

 

"Give you a chance. If you knock yourself out, I won't kill you!" 

 

The other several people heard such provocative words, their faces changed greatly, and the next 

second, the weapons in their hands went directly to Ye Chen! 

 

"Little beast, look for death!" 

 

"It seems that you have chosen." The faint voice of Ye Chen falls. 

 

Two fingers suddenly gather force, lightning penetration out! 

 

"Click!" 

 



The spear of the fingertip was broken on the spot, the strong wind was rolling, and the fragment was 

resigning from all directions! 

 

"Poof!" The sound of the sound, who could have thought that the fragments actually all shot into those 

people's eyebrows. 

 

All down! 

 

Ye Chen shakes his head: "why don't you cherish your life?" 

 

Then he disappeared into the gate. 

 

As for whether anyone will find out, it is not his concern. 

 

As long as he gets the Dan Ding, he leaves immediately. 

 

Hongtao's mansion is like a labyrinth. Ye Chen finds Hongtao's danfang very hard. 

 

To his surprise, the Dan room has an array seal! 

 

Obviously, after Hong Tao's accident, someone sealed here! 

 

Once the seal is broken, it will be found by the one who uses the array! 

 

"No matter!" 

 

The next second, ye Chen sacrificed the sword of cutting dragon in his hand, and the lightning of his life 

talisman flashed wildly! 

 

With the power of thunderbolt, chop directly! 



 

"Boom!" 

 

A great noise! The whole Hongtao mansion seemed to shake! 

 

Open the array directly! 

 

Ye Chen blows open the stone gate and rushes in directly. 

 

He suddenly found a huge Dan Ding lying quietly. 

 

There are dozens of skeletons around Dan Ding! 

 

Obviously, these people are all Dan Yin before Hong Tao! 

 

Dan Ding is simple and simple, and it has a strong smell of blood. 

 

"I don't know why the slayer asked Hong Tao to make alchemy by others. Is there any secret?" 

 

Otherwise, it is impossible to send people to close the array at the first time! 

 

All of a sudden, ye Chen felt a tingling sensation from the center of his eyebrows!He could clearly feel 

the blood in his eyes. 

 

At the same time, a voice kept ringing in his mind! 

 

"Take this thing!" 

 

Ye Chen's sight seems to be controlled by an inexplicable force, sweeping to a box! 



 

There is a skeleton on the box! 

 

A trace of evil Qi overflows from the box! 

 

"It seems that this box makes my eyebrows look so different, and even it may have a lot to do with the 

killer!" 

 

Ye Chen holds it with five fingers and throws the box directly into the reincarnation cemetery. The red 

Ding of Hongtao is also included in it! 

 

He was just about to open the stone gate to leave, but he found that there was a strong killing machine 

outside! 

 

It's surrounded! 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

Ye Chen knows that the array is broken, and someone will come immediately! 

 

But I didn't know it would be so soon! 

 

Is it possible that someone has been lying in ambush here for a long time! 

 

His face could never be found, so he put on a mask! 

 

All of a sudden, a strong air current surged, "touch!" The gate was blown to pieces! There's smoke and 

dust! 

 

Wait for the smoke and dust to disperse, ye Chen is to discover a piece of black pressure outside! 



 

There are more than a dozen old people who have returned to the virtual state! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are dignified for the first time. He doesn't have Duan leiren and leaves the sword 

formula. The silver needle is also temporarily cooled and can't be used! It's impossible for Lin Qingxuan 

to help himself! 

 

Crazy black tiger can not come in a short time! 

 

Now he is no doubt alone! 

 

It's hard to fight a way out! 

 

Out of the crowd came an old man in a robe. The old man looked at Ye Chen with a mask curiously and 

said, "who are you! But ye Shitian sent you 

 

Although ye Shitian and the youth in front of him all wear masks, he doesn't regard Ye Chen as ye 

Shitian, because he feels the solemnity in each other's eyes for the first time! 

 

If this young man is ye Shitian, I'm afraid that he would have killed a lot! 

 

What's more, ye Shitian had already left the killing place, and how could he come back! 

 

"Boy, didn't you hear me! Why destroy the array by force and break into the forbidden area! You take 

what's in this and hand it in! " 

 

"If you don't speak again, I'll cut off your head!" 

 

The language falls, innumerable road kills the opportunity to sweep toward Ye Chen this side to sweep! 

 



As if ye Chen is a turtle in a jar, there is no doubt that he will die! 
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Ye Chen feels the killing opportunity of these people, and his head turns quickly! 

 

Naturally, he can fight his way out, but the movement will only get bigger and bigger! 

 

Once the peripheral people arrive, relying on themselves alone, without any cards, he is absolutely 

dangerous! 

 

He has to find a way to get out! 

 

Suddenly, a light flashed in Ye Chen's mind! 

 

The next second, he stepped out, glanced at the robe old man with cold eyes, and said, "I'll only give you 

one chance. Kneel down, and then discard your accomplishments, or you'll die!" 

 

Hearing this, the old man subconsciously stepped back. Then he reacted fiercely and said, "you son of a 

bitch, you think you are ye Shitian!" 

 

"Everyone, take this son and find out the identity of this person!" 

 

"Yes 

 

When the dark crowd approached Ye Chen, ye Chen sneered and roared: "blood dragon, come out!" 

 

The next second, a blood dragon directly out of the body! 

 



Hovering between heaven and earth! 

 

Seeing this, everyone was shocked! 

 

I feel like ten thousand draft horses flying by! 

 

Who could have thought that ye Shitian has come back again! 

 

The killing Lord is so heavily defended that ye Shitian can come and go freely! 

 

It seems that they didn't take the killing master seriously at all! 

 

In a flash, Ye's fear of killing the sky was completely diffused! 

 

The dark crowd knelt down together! 

 

They're just a part of the killers, not the main force at all! 

 

Although there are many people, it is not enough to kill heaven! 

 

The old man in the robe was pale, and he was the first person to kneel down. His voice trembled: "Lord 

Ye, I I don't know that the Lord has come here. I'm going to abolish my cultivation! " 

 

He has no doubts at all! I don't think ye Shitian is just a bow of crossbow! 

 

He even had the illusion that he was being watched by a crazy black tiger! 

 

Cold all over! 

 



"Touch!" 

 

The old man blew his fist on his elixir field and broke it directly! 

 

It is not only him, but also those who are strong in returning to the virtual environment, who dare not 

breathe! 

 

Ye Shitian is a sword that can kill more than a dozen demons who return to the void! 

 

They dare not gamble! 

 

Ye Chen cold hum a: "you these mole ants I disdain to hand, if let me know you dare to follow me again, 

I will personally cut off your heads!" 

 

Words fall, he leaves like a meteor! 

 

No one dares to stop! 

 

After a full five minutes, all the people will come back to their senses! 

 

Although the old man in the robe was happy in his heart, he took out a rune for the first time and forced 

out a drop of blood essence! 

 

The rune burns in an instant, forming a picture! 

 

It's the killer in the picture! 

 

"Tell me to kill the Lord. Ye Shitian appeared in Hongtao mansion just now!" 

 

"Where is he now?" he said coldly 



 

The robed old man's voice trembled and continued: "ye Shitian is too strong. We can't stop him. But he 

has just left. He should still be in the killing area. Please close the whole city!" 

 

"Hum!" 

 

Kill the Lord cold hum, the next second, fingers pinch Jue, a jade plate directly suspended out! 

 

The jade plate instantly blooms the dazzling blood color, the blood color is diffuses to open! 

 

The night of the land of killing blooms red in an instant! 

 

The blood moon blocks out the sun! 

 

The flowing runes in the air! 

 

At the same time, the four gates of the killing land are closed together! 

 

Some practitioners who have just stepped into the land of killing are directly turned into blood mist! 

 

At this moment, the place of killing is a city of death! 

 

After all this, a cold voice rang through the sky! 

 

"Search every corner of the venue and find out ye Shitian's whereabouts at all costs!" 

 

…… 

 

At the moment, ye Chen naturally found a change! 



 

He was going to leave, but he didn't expect that the killing place was blocked directly! 

 

There is no exit! 

 

The key is not a simple array, but an ancient blood array! 

 

Close the whole city with the blood of thousands of people! 

 

What a big pen! 

 

The top of the blood moon is more like a pair of eyes, staring at everything! 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

Ye Chen was ready to go to the hotel of wenshishi, but he found that there were several violent breath 

behind him! 

 

Once they enter the hotel, they will only bring disaster free to them. 

 

No longer hesitant, he can only fight for blood! 

 

At this time, a fragrance came, and a slender hand grasped Ye Chen's hand. 

 

"Mr. Ye, please follow me." 

 

The wind whirled, ye Chen was pulled by a force in an instant, and went in a direction!Not far away is 

the pharmacy where I just bought the medicine! 

 



And now it is Luoyao who is holding him! 

 

The key is that he didn't know why Luoyao wanted to save himself! 

 

Once the slain owner finds out, the consequence is unimaginable! 

 

Isn't that the same as pushing yourself into the fire pit! 

 

Not long after ye Chen and Luoyao left, two thin old men appeared first! 

 

These two people are the Dharma protectors around the slayer! 

 

In addition to killing the Lord, the two strongest! 

 

The two Dharma protectors glanced around, and their eyes slightly narrowed: "the man was clearly here 

just now. How did it disappear?" 

 

"Search! You can't fall anywhere 

 

At the moment, ye Chen is taken to a room full of pink by Luoyao. 

 

The room is fragrant. 

 

It's obviously a girl's boudoir. 

 

"Miss law, what did you bring me here for?" Ye Chen Dao. 

 

Luoyao took off her coat and revealed the black vest again. 

 



It's not temptation, it's that she doesn't like bondage. 

 

The vest is just right. 

 

Luoyao pours a cup of tea for ye Chen. Her arm vibrates, and her true Qi is attached to the cup. She flies 

out directly and is firmly caught by Ye Chen. 

 

"Mr. Ye shouldn't thank me. You forced to rush into Hongtao's residence, but you even pretended to be 

ye Shitian. This is going to hit the muzzle of a gun. If you are found by the Dharma protector around the 

old man, you may not even have the qualification to die." 

 

Luo Yao said with interest. 

 

He asked Qiu to follow Ye Chen all the time, but he did not enter Hongtao's residence. 

 

But vaguely, it was heard that ye Shitian appeared. 

 

They naturally connected ye Shitian and ye Chen for the first time. 

 

However, Luoyao doesn't think ye Chen is Ye Jingtian. Let alone his face, he found that ye Chen's 

cultivation was still extraordinary when the two old men came and were extremely dangerous. 

 

Obviously, the extraordinary realm is Ye Chen's real strength. 

 

As for why Ye Chen pretended to be ye Shitian, it is obvious that ye Shitian deliberately arranged this to 

confuse the slayer! 

 

This move is enough to make the killing master in disorder! 

 

This can better explain why Ye Chen wants these herbs! 



 

Ye Chen hears Luo Yao's words, Mou Zi shrinks, he originally wanted to explain, since the other side said 

he pretended to be the best. 

 

Just as he was about to speak, Luo Yao said again, "I'm curious why ye Shitian can trust you to come 

alone! Does he have any plans? Is your Dan Fang today part of the plan 
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Ye Chen will plot, shaking his head: "I just received the benefits of Ye Shitian. As for the specific matter, I 

don't know." 

 

Luo Yao took a deep look at Ye Chen and said, "this place is still safe. Those people should not want to 

search here. After the storm, I will send you out." 

 

Ye Chen is really a bit muddled this time. Although they haven't met each other, Luo Yao has done her 

best to help herself? 

 

"Miss law, you should be aware of the cost of helping me. Once found out, you may not be able to save 

your own life." 

 

"Or do I have what you want?" 

 

Luo Yao smiles, and the things on her chest tremble with her vest, which makes her magnificent to the 

extreme. 

 

"Mr. Ye, since you've said everything here, I'm not talking nonsense. I'll help you. You can regard it as a 

human relationship." 

 

"Of course, you can or can't pay back the favor. If you want to return it, I have only one request." 

 



"What?" Ye Chen frowned. 

 

As soon as Luoyao's five fingers opened, a jade pendant flew to her palm. 

 

She threw it gently and directly in front of Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen swept a glance, instantly found a trace of familiar feeling! 

 

This jade pendant is roughly the same as that of master Feng, but the quality is more perfect. 

 

Even with a touch of nobility. 

 

Danxu Tower! 

 

"Mr. Ye, I hope you can join danxu tower, or join our Luo family!" 

 

Luoyao said every word. 

 

Her eyes are positive, even a little eager! 

 

Her family badly needs people like Ye Chen! 

 

And ye Chen's talent is likely to become the first person to break the danxu tower's Millennium record! 

 

She's gambling! 

 

Bet on your own destiny! 

 

"Mr. Ye, as long as you are willing to join my family, I promise, I will give you everything you want!" 



 

"Cultivation, martial arts, power, money, women, everything my family will give you!" 

 

"What's more, Mr. ye may not know that our Luo family has a certain voice in the whole Kunlun void, 

and we even have connections with some top sects!" 

 

Having said so much, Luoyao stares at Ye Chen's expression. 

 

In her opinion, ordinary people can not refuse this enviable condition! 

 

But ye Chen laughed and shook his head: "Miss Luo, I'm sorry, I won't join any family, this is my habit." 

 

"And, Miss law, thank you for your kindness." 

 

With that, ye Chen plans to leave. 

 

Not a few steps, a noisy voice came! 

 

Someone forced in! 

 

An old man appeared in a hurry. 

 

"Miss, those two Dharma protectors are going to search here by force. I don't think it will last long! 

What's more, the slayer may come at that time! " 

 

"Because they have searched all around, only here!" 

 

"If that guy finds out that the lady is hiding people here, then he will be angry and the consequences will 

be unimaginable!" 

 



With that, the old man went out in a hurry, apparently trying to hold those people down. 

 

"Miss law, excuse me!" 

 

Ye Chen just wanted to open the door, he did not want to trouble others, suddenly, "touch!" The sound 

of the sound, loud and loud. 

 

He can clearly feel a surge of air! 

 

The strong come! 

 

He just wanted to sacrifice the dragon and ask the sky sword. Luo Yao grabbed Ye Chen and said to him, 

"Mr. Ye, I have a plan in mind! Please take off your clothes first 

 

"Well?" 

 

Ye Chen did not react to come over, but found that the clothes on the body were directly torn open! 

 

When Luoyao saw Ye Chen's strong figure, her eyes were slightly distracted for a moment. 

 

The next second, directly fell Ye Chen on the bed! 

 

At the same time, she took off her black vest. 

 

A pair of white objects were exposed. 

 

Ye Chen is a little confused. 

 

What is Luoyao doing? 



 

Is this about pushing yourself down? 

 

Is it necessary! 

 

Luoyao's eyes have a trace of determination, this seems to be impulsive, but it is the only way to save 

her own! 

 

She is not saving Ye Chen, but saving herself! 

 

She left danxu tower for so many years and hid here for a reason! 

 

And ye Chen's appearance is her biggest chance! 

 

No matter what, even at the expense of all costs, we can't let Ye Chen have an accident! 

 

Luoyao lies directly on Ye Chen's chest, soft and warm. 

 

The two soft masses were so close together. 

 

Ye Chen is a little short of breath. He understands the meaning of Luoyao. 

 

The key is that the girl is so desperate!In other words, this is a beauty trick! 

 

He did not think much about it any more. He ran the nine day xuanyang Jue, and his mind was free of 

distractions. 

 

"Um ~" 

 



I finally calmed down and found that Luoyao even let out a lot of groans! 

 

This groan is so numb! 

 

The key that soft body actually moved on his body! 

 

Even rubbing the key things in the lower body. 

 

A trace of hot feeling instantly devour Ye Chen! 

 

At the moment, the voice of Qiu Lao came from the outside: "two adults, my lady has been resting, 

please don't disturb me!" 

 

"Well, go away! This is the order to kill the Lord! Even if your lady is from danxu Tower! " 

 

The next second, "touch!" With a loud noise, the gate was pushed open by the Dharma protectors of the 

two killers! 

 

The two Dharma protectors were just about to step in, and naturally they heard the girl's groan! 

 

At the same time, they also noticed a couple in bed, wrapped up! 

 

Quilt constantly moving, it is clear that the line of men and women! 

 

They turned around in a hurry, their faces a little unnatural. 

 

But Qiu's face changed a lot! 

 

Miss, it's a piece of gold! How to do such a thing with Ye Chen! 



 

Oh, no! 

 

"Bold, who are you! Luo dare to break into my room! You can't die! " 

 

Luoyao stops and lies on Ye Chen's body with a quilt covering her. She doesn't think there is anything 

wrong with her. 

 

Her voice is cold, show hands out of the quilt, a few flying knives directly shoot out! 

 

"Get out of here! Also, everyone left an eye, if not, let the people behind you to see me! I'd like to see if 

it's the people behind you or my Kunlun xuluo family! " 

 

Hear Kunlun Xu Luo home, two people's eyes together shrink! 

 

They just know that the people inside are related to danxu tower, but they never expect to have contact 

with Luo family! 

 

Is this woman the eldest lady who disappeared from the xuluo family in Kunlun for several years! 

 

If that's the case, it's dead! 

 

The murderer may be qualified to search, but they are absolutely not qualified! 

 

"Miss Luo, we didn't know it was you Please calm down 

 

Luo Yao snorted coldly: "good, calm down! You know how important my reputation is! I'll say it again, 

everyone has one eye! Otherwise, I can only let the Luo family go to the people behind you in person! " 

 

Cold words ring through! 



 

"Miss Luo, please don't get involved in the murderer. We'll leave an eye on ourselves." 

 

The two Dharma protectors looked at each other, no longer hesitated, but went directly to one of their 

own eyes! 
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The two Dharma protectors have no choice at all. 

 

The xuluo family of Kunlun is respected for its elixir, and numerous powerful people will ask the Luo 

family to refine pills! 

 

Many ancient pills are made by Luo family! 

 

Once the Luo family gets angry, it's like the butterfly effect, which will make the whole Kunlun void a big 

event! 

 

When the time comes, there is no need for Luo family to make a move. Those strong people and 

zongmen will naturally make a move! 

 

You can't bear it! 

 

"Pooh 

 

Two fingers went straight into their right eye. 

 

The blood overflowed in an instant, but the powerful pain made them unable to make a sound. 

 



They can only silently swallow the pain! 

 

Without an eye, there is still a chance. If you lose your life, it's over! 

 

"Miss Luo, we have already destroyed an eye. Please don't enlarge it..." 

 

A Dharma protector asked for mercy. 

 

Luo Yao clung to Ye Chen and snorted, "I'm sorry, you seem to have misunderstood my meaning. What I 

said is to leave an eye, not to destroy an eye." 

 

As soon as the words came out, their faces changed greatly! 

 

They are very clear that what Luoyao really said is to leave an eye, but to destroy an eye, isn't it similar! 

 

Who would have thought that this woman should have turned her horn! 

 

Why don't they have to leave an eye! 

 

This woman wants their eyes! 

 

They want to spit out a mouthful of blood, but some of them are difficult to get off! 

 

If you destroy your eyes, it will have a great impact on their strength! 

 

But at the moment Ye Chen is to take this woman on the body, as expected would rather offend villains 

than women! 

 

But his heart is more curious, Kunlun xuluo family? 



 

Why he has never heard of it, but seeing the two people's self mutilation behavior, it is obvious that he 

was completely shocked! 

 

Kunlun xuluo family is not ordinary! 

 

Even the murderer behind them must be afraid! 

 

Since the Luo family is so powerful, why do Luoyao have to choose themselves? 

 

Just as the sword drew and the crossbow stretched, a voice came from a distant place. 

 

"Miss Luo, can you give me a face and let go of my two subordinates, who are also meritorious officials 

who have opened up mountains and rivers for me. If my eyes are destroyed, it will be useless." 

 

"When they break in suddenly, they are naturally responsible, but unintentionally. Well, how about I 

give them back their eyes? " 

 

The next second, a Dan Ding steadily fell outside the door. 

 

When the tripod touches the ground, an invisible Qi is rippling! 

 

Not yet refining, but there is a trace of medicine gas. 

 

The lines on the tripod are ancient and simple, as if from ancient times! 

 

This is an ancient Dan Ding! be above! 

 



Luoyao breathed a little bit, but out of principle, she wanted to refuse, and there was a loud voice 

outside: "if Miss Luo is not satisfied, I can only go to Luo's home with Miss Luo in person to make 

amends. I hope the Luo family will be willing to accept my apology." 

 

Although the words seem to compromise, but let Luoyao's face changed greatly! 

 

Now she can't be Luo family! 

 

The murderer outside the door is obviously a threat! 

 

The dog will jump the wall when he is in a hurry! 

 

She did not dare to continue to investigate, and said: "Dan Ding stay, close the door, let your dog get 

out! Never get in here 

 

"That's nature! Go 

 

When the voice of the slayer fell, the two Dharma protectors looked at each other and disappeared in 

an instant. 

 

The door is also completely closed. 

 

Soon only Qiu was left outside. 

 

Old Qiu took a look at the light in the room, and when he thought of the picture just now, he was very 

worried. 

 

If this matter is known by the Luo family, not only the young lady will have an accident, but also the boy 

Ye Chen will surely die! 

 

Ridiculous! That's ridiculous! 



 

"Miss, isn't it..." 

 

Old Qiu thought for a long time and just wanted to open his mouth. A cold voice came from the room: 

"Mr. Qiu, you should also step down and not be disturbed by anyone." 

 

"All right." 

 

…… 

 

Inside the house. 

 

Luo Yao long exhaled a breath, "at last is to persuade people to leave." 

 

She gets up from ye Chen's body, legs seem to kneel on Ye Chen's body. 

 

It's ambiguous. 

 

The quilt fell to the ground completely. 

 

Suddenly, she realized something and looked at her chest. 

 

It's empty. 

 

Look at Ye Chen again. 

 

Four eyes relative moment, her pale face instantly appeared a trace of blush. 

 



It was the first time she had been frank with a man. Although the lower body pants wear, but how to 

say, his body has been seen by the other side. 

 

Not only that, but she could feel something under her.What is she, of course! 

 

Five fingers a grasp, the black vest will appear in the palm of the hand, directly put on. 

 

At the same time, she wanted to leave, but she felt that her body was so soft that she could not use too 

much force. 

 

Finally, moving her buttocks to the edge of the bed, she turned her back to Ye Chen and said, "Ye Chen, 

today's business You must not talk to anyone 

 

"What's more, you can't see my body. I can't have anything to do with any man, so you have to be 

responsible." 

 

"As for how to be responsible, it is to burden my Luo family!" 

 

Ye Chen almost a mouthful of old blood spurt out, all along, he is the victim. 

 

How did he become responsible? 

 

Is it a burden? You're kidding! 

 

Ye Chen stood up, looked at Luoyao, and said word by word: "I really want to thank you for this matter 

today. I will remember this kindness, but it is impossible for me to be a part of Luojia family. Even the 

first family of Kunlun Xu is not qualified to let me in." 

 

"Besides, we just know each other. Don't you think everything is too hasty?" 

 

"So, I refuse." 



 

Luo Yao heard Ye Chen's refusal so simply that she was annoyed. 

 

I thought that he would let Ye Chen promise everything. Now it seems that this guy is not in oil rice at 

all! 

 

This time she lost her wife and lost her army! 

 

How many people want to attach themselves to the Kunlun xuluo family! Ye Chen didn't cherish it at all? 

 

Didn't he know it would make him fly? 

 

"Ye Chen, since you refused, I am not reluctant, but I have a small request, I hope you can meet me." 

 

Luoyao KaiKou road. 

 

Ye Chen nodded: "say, as long as not too much, I will promise, when you return this favor." 

 

Hearing Ye Chen's promise, Luo Yao's eyes twinkled and said excitedly, "I hope you can go with me to 

danxu Tower!" 

 

"I think you can go up there and get me something! It's so important to me! If we get it, we'll clear it up. 

How about it? " 

 

Ye Chen hesitated for a few seconds, then nodded: "I will consider it, but I will take part in it after I have 

dealt with some things Just tell you, you won't understand. " 

 

Luo Yao Mou son reveals a trace of surprise: "Ye Chen, you but want to participate in that door talent 

war? As far as I know, this is Wu daozong's business. By the way, I don't know what's behind you! I'm 

also curious about what kind of sect can cultivate your existence like this! " 

 



Ye Chen hesitated for a few seconds and said faintly, "the door of medical God." 
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Luoyao heard the three words of the door of the God of medicine, and her smart eyes flashed a little 

surprised. 

 

It can't be recovered for a long time. 

 

In her conjecture, ye Chen has some connection with ye Shitian, but it should not be too close. 

 

Otherwise ye Shitian will not let Ye Chen alone to kill the land. 

 

To come here at this time is undoubtedly to die. 

 

Ye Shitian should have regarded Ye Chen as a tool. 

 

As for why, she didn't know, but there was definitely a reason. 

 

After all, it's possible to do anything for a violent, paranoid and murderous man like ye Shitian! 

 

As for the sect behind Ye Chen, she thinks it should be the top sect of Kunlun Xu. 

 

He is respected for refining pills. 

 

Or the hidden forces. 

 

Ye Chen leaves this force, but somehow knows ye Shitian. 



 

Ye Shitian has powerful force, which can protect Ye Chen for at least a period of time. 

 

Each had his own needs. 

 

Ye Shitian asked Ye Chen to take medicinal materials and refine pills, which allowed him to spend more 

energy on cultivation. 

 

And ye Chen is with the help of Ye Shitian to live well. 

 

Luoyao is confident in her guess, but she doesn't know that she thinks too much about meeting Ye Chen 

this time. 

 

Most people's first reaction is to find ye Shitian and ye Chen are the same person! 

 

But she forced all explanations to be more complicated. In her mind, this is Ye's style. 

 

At the moment, her only doubt is that ye Chen came from the door of medical God? 

 

This garbage door? 

 

Even Wu daozong is not even an existence? 

 

Can medical Shenmen cultivate this kind of talented Dan master? 

 

The key Ye Chen should even represent the medical Shenmen to participate in the flourishing age of 

Kunlun Xu! 

 

Crazy! 

 



However, ye Chen is from the medical God's gate. One thing can be confirmed that ye Shitian came to 

the killing place to save Duan Huai'an, because ye Chen! 

 

There must be some kind of trade between them! 

 

"Mr. Ye, are you really from the door of medical God? Do you want to represent this clan in that 

flourishing age? " Luo Yao doubted. 

 

Ye Chen nods. He thought Luoyao had stayed in the killing place for so many years, and didn't know 

about Kunlun Xu. Now it seems that the other party knows better than himself. 

 

Seeing ye Chen's affirmative look, Luo Yao made a thorough determination and then said, "Mr. Ye, we 

should be friends now." 

 

"Yes." 

 

"Since you are a friend, I hope that Mr. Ye will listen to Luo Yao's advice. You are different from ye 

Shitian. Compared with Dan Dao, that guy may be more successful in martial arts cultivation. But Mr. Ye 

is born for Dan Dao. If Mr. Ye wants to have the qualification to speak in Kunlun, there is no need to 

practice martial arts. When you can communicate with God, you can't do it The strong will fear you. 

 

The two Dharma protectors just now are the best examples. They are not afraid of me, but afraid of the 

Dandao family behind me. " 

 

This sentence is true for ye Chen. 

 

However, Dan Dao is just a supplement to him. What he pursues is martial arts and medicine. 

 

Five years ago, he was kicked out of the arena before he stepped on the arena. What's more, he let the 

whole Kunlun Xu know that there was a common waste in the door of the God of medicine. He would 

surely repay this shame in person. 

 



What's more, this battle of genius is very important to Ye Chen. He not only wants to let Ye Chen's name 

resound through Kunlun void! 

 

It is also the first step to lead the door of medical God into the top sect! 

 

No one can stop it. 

 

"Miss law, I understand your kindness. It has something to do with my personal resentment. I must go." 

Ye Chen Dao. 

 

Luo Yao knew that her persuasion was useless, so she could only sigh and say, "since Mr. Ye has been 

determined to do so, the little girl will not persuade him. When the time comes, she will bring the family 

members to cheer for Mr. Ye." 

 

"What's more, it's too late. Mr. ye might as well take a rest here. I'll take Mr. Ye out in person tomorrow 

morning, and no one will dare to stop him!" 

 

"No problem." 

 

Ye Chen agreed to come down. 

 

At the same time, he asked Luoyao to send a letter to the two sisters of wenshishi, and asked them to 

wait at the gate of the killing place tomorrow, and the three went out together. 

 

This killing place will only be more dangerous in the future. The two girls will be exposed one day if they 

stay here. 

 

They must be taken away immediately. 

 

There was no word all night. 

 



This night, all corners of the killing place were searched, but there was still no news of Ye Shitian. 

 

Ye Shitian seems to evaporate from the world. 

 

Just the next day. 

 

In the courtyard of a Chinese garden. 

 

The murderer carried his hands and listened to the news from his subordinates. 

 

He didn't sleep all night, and he didn't even practice. He hoped that ye would kill heaven! 

 

But after a full night of searching the whole killing land, there was no result!"Touch!" 

 

Kill main Mou son a cold, the air around is frozen down instantly! 

 

"A bunch of rubbish, can't even find a person! Can ye kill the sky and tear up the space 

 

The sound of anger was released, and the power of sound waves hurt the internal organs of several 

people in the yard. 

 

One of the men with lower accomplishments spat out a mouthful of blood on the spot! 

 

"Kill the Lord 

 

One of the Dharma protectors even stood out, because there was only one eye left, which seemed 

ferocious. 

 

"Kill Lord, do you think ye Shitian has left the killing place with some secret methods?" 



 

When the Master heard this, he snorted: "impossible! I will seal the killing place completely with my 

skills. Don't say it's him. Even if it's a mosquito, don't want to leave! Unless ye Shitian is a legend of 

Kunlun Xu and breaks the space between waves, it is impossible! " 

 

the one eyed method of protection fell into contemplation, raised his head for a long time, and seriously 

said, "kill the Lord, if the leaf is killing the sky, if it is still in the field of killing, it is impossible to avoid 

everyone's eyeliner, or even our people may have an accident, but until now, none of our people has 

disappeared. 

 

Do you think Da Neng has left with ye Shitian in person? 

 

After all, he is so young that he has such strength and dare to step into Hongtao mansion at this 

extraordinary time. The power behind him is not simple! 

 

This may even be ye Shitian's arrogant qualification! 

 

If there is a top power standing behind him, then we will be angry again and again, and it will be bad for 

the murderer. " 

 

Hearing this, the slayer stepped out, "pa!" , slapped mercilessly on the cheek of the Dharma protector. 

 

The Dharma protector flew out like a broken kite on the spot! 

 

"Are you questioning me?" 

 

"Even if there is a top power behind ye Shitian, then what! He moved my people, even if he fled to the 

ends of the earth, I would let him kneel in front of me 

 

One eyed Dharma protector knew that he was angry with the slayer, so he knelt down to beg for mercy 

and said, "kill the Lord, calm down. I'm just guessing. After all, the problem of Ye killing heaven is too 

big." 
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The slayer glanced at the Dharma protector and said, "from now on, each entrance will be guarded by 

ten strong men! Anyone who goes in and out must be investigated strictly! " 

 

"And start searching around the killing grounds! As soon as there is any news, report it to me as soon as 

possible! " 

 

"If you don't see ye Shitian again in one day, cut off your head and put it outside the door!" 

 

The one eyed Dharma protector's face changed greatly when he heard the last sentence! 

 

Obviously, the murderer attributed all his anger to him! 

 

Although he was wronged, he did not dare to say anything. He could only find ye Shitian at all costs. 

 

This is his only right to live! 

 

…… 

 

Half an hour later, ye Chen and Luo Yao have arrived at a closed gate. 

 

The closed gate was guarded by a dozen strong men. 

 

Not far away, ye Chen met Wen Shishi and Wen Tingting. 

 

Two faces are obviously a little shaken. When they see ye Chen, they quickly trot over and come to Ye 

Chen: "Mr. Ye!" 



 

The appearance of Ye Chen at least let their two people that carry the heart put down. 

 

"Nothing happened last night." Ye Chen cares. 

 

The second daughter shook her head: "Mr. Ye, we are all safe. Thanks to miss Luoyao, we sent someone 

to guard our door, otherwise the consequences would be unimaginable!" 

 

Ye Chen didn't expect that Luoyao had done it. He took a look of Luoyao gratefully. 

 

Luo Yao nodded and reminded, "to be on the safe side, Mr. Ye, you can change your face." 

 

Ye Chen nodded and used several silver needles to become a handsome man in an instant. 

 

His face was white as if he were weak. 

 

Luoyao takes a satisfied look at Ye Chen's appearance, and then doesn't want to waste time here any 

more. She goes directly to the sealed gate. 

 

One of the more than ten strong guards at the door broke into her boudoir yesterday, which was a 

Dharma protector who destroyed an eye! 

 

When the Dharma protector saw Luoyao appear here, his eyes shrank. Originally, he wanted to escape, 

but he heard a cold voice: "where are you going?" 

 

As soon as the body of the protector shook, he turned around and laughed: "Miss Luo, what a 

coincidence!" 

 

Luo Yao snorted coldly: "now it's a coincidence that I don't know. It was quite a coincidence that you 

broke into my room last night." 

 



Hearing this, the Dharma protector turned pale, hesitated for a few seconds, and then said, "Miss Luo, 

the murderer and I have all made amends to you for yesterday's incident. If you come here today, you 

are not going to blame the villain." 

 

Luo Yao shook her head: "you don't worry. If you accept the things that kill the Lord, I can't do you any 

more." 

 

"But I will go out today, and you will open the door of this seal!" 

 

Hearing this, the Dharma protector directly refused: "Miss Luo, I'm really sorry. The murderer has an 

order. No one can leave here until ye is found!" 

 

Luoyao stepped out one step and directly took out a jade pendant. She said angrily, "this time, the Luo 

family asked me to go back. There is something important to discuss! Are you responsible for the delay? 

" 

 

Seeing the Dharma protector, Luo Yao still didn't mean to let go. She said in a cold voice, "it seems that 

the pain of losing an eye yesterday is not enough for you?" 

 

The cold threat sounded in the Dharma protector's ear, and he was in a bit of a dilemma. 

 

Do not disobey the command of the Lord, nor can Luo family offend him. 

 

"Miss Luo, in that case, I'll go and ask for instructions from the slayer." 

 

That's all he can say. 

 

But as soon as the words fell, Luo Yao ordered, "now open it for me! I might as well tell you that the Luo 

family is now meeting a strong man of the top sect. He was injured in a great war and lacks a rare herb. 

This medicine is only available to me. I am going to send it back. If it is delayed, the strong one will fall. 

Do you know the consequences? 

 



At that time, you will have to bear the anger of thousands of powerful people in Kunlun 

 

"I don't know if the killer behind you and the top sect have the ability to compete with each other!" 

 

Luoyao pressed forward step by step, as if occupying the initiative, but the Dharma protector was scared 

to get wet. 

 

He doesn't know whether it is true or not, but he is not qualified to verify it. 

 

"If you hesitate one more second now, the vitality of the strong will be a little bit dim!" 

 

Luo Yao urged. 

 

The one eyed Dharma protector couldn't help it. He bit his teeth, took out a rune, pinched the formula 

with his fingers, and forced out a drop of blood essence! 

 

The rune burns, and the sealed door behind him is completely opened. 

 

"Since Miss Luo is in such a hurry, I'll let her go first and report to the slayer later." 

 

Luoyao ignored. At the moment, she seemed to be in charge of everything. She took a look at Ye Chen 

and the people behind her and waved her arm: "let's go! Try to get to Luo's house before dark! " 

 

Just as ye Chen and Wen Shishi and others are ready to leave, one eye Dharma protector takes a deep 

look at Ye Chen. I don't know why he has a sense of familiarity.Especially the cold and proud eyes. 

 

He couldn't say, but suddenly he said, "boy, have we met somewhere?" 

 

Luo Yao's face changed. Before ye Chen could speak, she was in front of Ye Chen, staring at the Dharma 

protector with one eye: "it seems that yesterday's lesson is not enough?" 



 

"Yesterday you ruined the good things between us, but now you still want to say it! If there is any gossip 

spread to the family, the responsibility is on you! " 

 

The one eye Dharma protector suddenly realized that this beautiful man was the one who had sex with 

Luoyao. 

 

It seems that Miss law is going to take this man back to the family. 

 

In his heart, some jealousy, this handsome man is not high, but because of the appearance of small 

white face, he flies to the branch and becomes a Phoenix. 

 

Once he enters Luo's family, his identity will change accordingly. 

 

Thinking about everything, the one eyed Dharma protector even said, "Miss Luo, please don't be angry. I 

will keep my mouth shut about this matter! Never say it 

 

"Hum!" 

 

The party soon left the killing ground. 

 

…… 

 

When outside, ye Chen and Luo Yao parted ways. 

 

"Miss Luo, today's feelings, I will remember ye Chen, and when I finish dealing with things, I will 

naturally go to danxu tower to look for Miss Luo." 

 

Ye Chen arched his hands to say goodbye. 

 



Luo Yao smile, quite amorous feelings: "Mr. Ye, it's not necessary to say goodbye. Maybe we will meet 

again in a few days. I still hope that Mr. Ye will be invincible in the war of talent that day." 

 

"But Mr. Ye remembers to leave here as soon as possible. The murderer is not so easy to deal with. It is 

estimated that I will soon find out my problems!" 

 

"Good! Farewell 

 

Ye Chen blew a whistle, the moment appeared three crazy evil black tigers. 

 

He can control the king of the black tiger, not to mention the crazy black tiger in the killing land. 

 

Three black tigers lie down, ye Chen and Wen's sisters climb up directly, and then quickly go to Duan 

Huai'an's cave. 
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Ye Chen can control the king of the black tiger, not to mention the crazy black tiger of the killing land. 

 

Three black tigers lie down, ye Chen and Wen's sisters climb up directly, and then quickly go to Duan 

Huai'an's cave. 

 

After ye Chen left, Qiu Lao, who was close to Luoyao, said: "Miss, is Ye Chen really worth doing this? You 

haven't even seen this guy making pills, so sure? 

 

What's more, if the people in the killing place poked this matter into Luo's family, it would be even more 

unfavorable to miss's situation! Now that we can't even stay in the land of killing, where should we go? " 

 

Luo Yao stares at Ye Chen's far away direction and murmurs: "old Qiu, I know better than anyone else 

that there is a very special feeling on that guy. I can't be wrong. As for the next step, let's go back to 

Luo's house. " 



 

"After hiding for so many years, it's time to face it once. If it's really impossible, let's first Tell ye Chen. 

Whether the family believes it or not, it can at least delay some time for us." 

 

Old Qiu sighed, and he could only do so. 

 

…… 

 

Crazy black tiger speed is extremely fast, more than ten minutes time, ye Chen and others are to arrive 

at the mouth of the cave. 

 

The king of the black tiger guards the entrance of the cave, even if he sees Ye Chen appear still! 

 

Ye Chen stepped out, touched the head of the king of black tiger, praised: "the performance is not bad, 

late reward you a ham sausage." 

 

Wen's poems and poems 

 

Wen Tingting: 

 

Ye Chen comes directly to it. The master is practicing at the moment. Although he has been away for 

almost a day, he still doesn't have much genuine Qi. 

 

In the blink of an eye, it dissipates. 

 

The master shook his head and opened his eyes. When he saw the appearance of Ye Chen, he quickly 

stood up: "disciple, you are finally back. I'm afraid that what happened to you there." 

 

"By the way, what makes you so risky?" 

 



Ye Chen outlines a smile at the corner of his mouth and directly sacrifices the red tripod of Hongtao! 

 

Not only that, but also more than 100 kinds of rare medicinal materials have been taken out! 

 

Duan Huai'an looks at everything in front of him more and more suspicious. Is it that his disciple intends 

to make alchemy? 

 

Even if you want to buy medicine, you don't have to go to the killing place to buy it! 

 

At this time, ye Chen threw a heavy bomb: "master, do you want to reunite with Dantian?" 

 

The words, Duan Huaian body a shock. 

 

How could he not want to see Dantian again! 

 

He is the leader of the medical God sect, and he is also a group of people who master the supreme 

medical doctrine in Kunlun. But somehow, he has no way to deal with the broken elixir field! 

 

Countless times the eye looked at the repair success, a few seconds later, it will be broken! 

 

Daozong Zong's attack, let him destroy the elixir field! 

 

Even more threatened that he would never step into martial arts! 

 

The words of the patriarch are like incantations, which cannot be broken! 

 

This is the nightmare in his heart! 

 

Let him fall into inferiority and degeneration countless times! 



 

Let him become an unbearable and irresponsible master! 

 

Can only helplessly watch the disciple be humiliated, the clan decline! 

 

This and helpless, who can feel! 

 

He wanted to repair the elixir field more than anyone, but he knew it was extravagant for him! 

 

He calmed his mind and looked at Ye Chen: "disciple, I know your good intentions. I'm afraid you risk 

killing for the sake of the master. But I know better than anyone else about this problem. It's impossible. 

 

Originally, my life may be dark and muddleheaded, but when I know that you are back, I seem to 

rekindle hope, and watching you grow up is enough for me 

 

Ye Chen naturally would not give up, even busy way: "master, you believe me once, I have a way to 

repair your elixir field, the Taoist patriarch destroyed your everything with ancient magic, today I will 

completely break the seal!" 

 

"I, ye Chen, are going to fight against the leader of this sect today!" 

 

At the moment, ye Chen bursts out with strong self-confidence, and the affirmation of his eyes makes 

Duan Huaian shake. 

 

He hesitated for a few seconds, murmured: "just, as long as the disciple is happy, the master will be a 

test object." 

 

"What do you want me to do, disciple?" 

 

Ye Chen directly took out the fire in the center of his eyebrows and said seriously, "master, please enter 

the Dan Ding." 



 

Duan Huaian's eyes are wide! 

 

He thought Ye Chen had any way, but actually he wanted to make alchemy from him? 

 

He escaped the waves, but can not escape his apprentice? 

 

The key is to use Dan Ding to break the seal. He has never heard of it! 

 

This method is totally unreliable! It means that you will be refined! 

 

"Ye Chen, you are..." 

 

"Master, trust me once, just once!" Ye Chen affirms. 

 

"Good!" 

 

Duan Huai'an no longer hesitated, clapped his palm on the top of the Dan Ding and stepped into it one 

step at a time!"Master, close your eyes, sit cross legged and keep practicing all the time! Even if the true 

Qi of the elixir field dissipates, it will be so! " 

 

Ye Chen ordered. 

 

Duan Huai'an has entered it, so he will follow suit. 

 

After Duan Huai'an enters the state, ye Chen communicates with the reincarnation cemetery, and the 

voice of Lin Qingxuan immediately reaches Ye Chen's mind. 

 



"If you want your master to have no problems, you must keep your concentration. Those herbs are 

mixed together in the Dan Ding, which is extremely disordered. Once you make a mistake, the disorder 

will be broken, and it will be your master who will have an accident at that time." 

 

"What's more, if you break the ancient magic, it will arouse great visions. You should be prepared 

mentally, and it may even cause a reaction to your body!" 

 

Ye Chen solemnly nodded: "I understand!" 

 

Lin Qingxuan continued: "however, if you break this technique, you can seriously injure the caster. 

Because of this, it is full of uncertainty and you must not be distracted." 

 

"Well, don't say much nonsense. Gather all your strength on this Dan Ding! Control the state of this elixir 

field to the extreme 

 

Hear Lin Qingxuan's command, ye Chen Mou son a congealing! 

 

The whole body's true Qi is all gathered in the hands, and then a fierce slap on the top of the Dan Ding. 

 

In an instant, countless true Qi penetrated the Dan Ding and merged into it! 

 

True Qi is like flowing water, as if rippling all over Duan Huai'an! 

 

"The fire that never dies, let it all go!" 

 

"Blood dragon empty shadow! Come on out 

 

"The talisman of my life, thunderbolt!" 

 

Ye Chen has no reservation at all. 



 

In an instant, the endless flame burst open, just like a giant animal devouring the whole Dan Ding! 

 

The temperature of Dan Ding has also increased a lot! 

 

At the same time, the Dragon chants and the blood dragon coils around the Dan Ding. 

 

Violent lightning overflows from ye Chen's body! 

 

Bursts of lightning arc, eyes are also with lightning! 

 

Just like Lei Daozhen Jun! 

 

So much power, all gathered in the Danting. 

 

Duan Huaian feels something wrong. He finds that his body is completely controlled! 

 

Even if you want to open your eyes, you will find it impossible! 

 

At the same time, the elixir field as if a burning feeling, more and more intense! 
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Of course, he still chose to believe in Ye Chen. 

 

His life was given by Ye Chen. What reason can't believe it? 

 



At the moment, ye Chen felt a strong flow of information in his mind, and the method of breaking the 

technique was extremely clear! 

 

Ten seconds later, ye Chen suddenly stretched out his hand and opened his fingers! 

 

More than 100 kinds of medicinal materials around him are suspended in his whole body! 

 

"Broken spirit is determined again! Open it 

 

A roar, those herbs suddenly got an acceleration, toward the Dan Ding! 

 

It's a violent collision on the top of the Dan Ding! 

 

"Boom!" 

 

The powerful air waves rolled, and some medicinal materials were smashed on the spot, and even fell 

on Duan Huaian's body. 

 

Soon, Duan Huai'an's body was wrapped in the powder of hundreds of herbs, just like a snowman. 

 

Ye Chen Mou son tiny MI, no longer hesitates, will own all strength gather and go! 

 

"Master, it may be a little uncomfortable. Bear with it!" 

 

Ye Chen said, free a hand, directly forced out a drop of blood essence, the essence of blood in Duan 

Huaian's eyebrows above! 

 

Rolling lightning, flame, aura, instant package! 

 

Duan Huaian's face appeared a trace of ferocious color, but also some pain. 



 

The next second, ye Chen took out some spirit stones and shot them together! 

 

Falling in the twelve directions of the Dan Ding, the aura of the spirit stone exploded, and the twelve 

beams of light went straight into the sky! 

 

The whole cave vibrated! 

 

It seems to collapse at any time! 

 

Ye Chen knows that the next thing is very important. He doesn't dare to be slack. He closes his eyes, 

grabs five fingers and opens Duan Huaian's body directly! 

 

Floating on the top of Dan Ding! 

 

Even lying flat! 

 

Of course, the fire that does not extinguish devours the tripod, but it has no intention of getting close to 

Duan Huai'an. 

 

Not only that, Duan Huai'an Dantian, a black light flashing! 

 

There is a black Rune which is mapped out. 

 

"Disciple, that black rune is ancient magic. It's an evil sect. It's impossible for you to break through it 

now!" 

 

"And once it detects the danger, it will lead Duan Huai'an's body to explode. At that time, not only your 

master Duan Huai'an is going to have an accident, but you don't want to leave alive!" 

 



"The strength I give you can last about three minutes. In these three minutes, you must break the black 

Rune!" 

 

Ye Chen nodded: "yes!" 

 

Language down, reincarnation cemetery of Lin Qingxuan forced out a drop of blue things. 

 

I don't know if it's blood essence or what. 

 

That thing contains the highest road. 

 

The blue thing broke through the samsara cemetery and came to the cave. 

 

The sky outside is covered by dark clouds! 

 

Thousands of miles, all turned into night! 

 

Outside the cave, the black tiger's eyes became frightened, as if something terrible had come out! 

 

All the fierce beasts on the periphery of the killing land are furious and running! 

 

Some crows are rushing towards the mountain wall! 

 

The blood is dying! see the scene which is dreadful to one 's mind! 

 

Countless bodies fall like this. 

 

It's like the end of the day. 

 



Ye Chen naturally felt it. He heard Lin Qingxuan say that there would be a great vision, but he did not 

know that the vision was so terrible! 

 

"Disciple, don't worry about the vision outside, and directly suppress Duan Huai'an's Dantian with the 

blue color! It's up to you next! " 

 

Lin Qingxuan's urging voice rings out! 

 

"Good!" 

 

Ye Chen no longer hesitates, five fingers open, grasp that blue thing, and then fiercely toward Duan 

Huai'an's Dantian! 

 

The black Rune on the elixir field seemed to feel something, and instantly formed a big black hand to 

stop Ye Chen. 

 

"Touch!" 

 

The green thing directly broke away from ye Chen's hand and went towards the black hand! 

 

An extremely strong crash broke open, and the black hand was torn apart by the cyan on the spot! 

 

Disappear completely! 

 

In the end, the cyan is more stable on the black Rune! 

 

An invisible air wave spread like an atomic bomb, and countless stones fell from the cave! 

 

And ye Chen was shocked to fly out! 

 



He managed to stabilize his body and stood up with a trace of blood spilling from the corner of his 

mouth. 

 

Feeling the continuous sound in his mind, ye Chen step out, carrying the power of Wanjun, gathered in 

the blue thing! 

 

"Crash!" A huge blue light column directly breaks through the mountain and goes straight to the sky! 

 

…… 

 

And now, the land of killing. 

 

A Chinese courtyard. 

 

The original cross legged and sitting master suddenly opened his eyes and raised his head fiercely. When 

he saw such a vision, his face changed greatly! 

 

"This is the art of medicine! Is this a great way to do it? " 

 

"How can the outside of the killing land come?"Just when he was puzzled, a blue column of light went 

straight to the sky! 

 

The column of light was too clear, and there was even a hint of submission in his heart. 

 

"What the hell is this?" 

 

All of a sudden, he thought of something. At this time, there was such a vision in the Yucang mountain 

area outside the killing place! 

 

The most likely is related to ye Shitian! 



 

Is it the power behind ye Shitian that is using some skills! 

 

Did he really leave? 

 

In principle, this place is sealed. No one can leave. 

 

The slayer no longer thought much, but turned into a shadow and went directly to the exit of the killing 

place! 

 

In a few seconds, he saw the one eyed Dharma protector guarding the seal gate! 

 

"Kill the Lord!" 

 

One eye Dharma protector and many powerful people kneel down together! 

 

The murderer glanced at the sealed gate, and it was obvious that there was a sign to open it! 

 

His eyes were filled with a trace of anger and looked directly at the one eyed Dharma Protector: "has 

anyone left the killing place? Didn't I say no one should leave! " 

 

The one eyed Dharma protector turned pale and quickly explained: "kill the Lord, please calm down. I 

just wanted to tell you about it. Not long ago, a strong man from the top clan of xuluo family in Kunlun 

was injured. Miss Luo rushed to deliver a precious medicinal material with several servants. We can't 

stop it." 

 

The murderer's eyes are cold. It's not so easy for Luoyao to leave at this time! 

 

What's more, the most important thing in Luojia is medicinal materials. How can you give rare things to 

Luoyao? 

 



"How many people did the woman take away, but did ye kill heaven?" 

 

The one eyed Dharma protector shook his head and said, "tell the slayer that the woman, in addition to 

her housekeeper, only took away a strange man. This strange man is the one who had sex last night, not 

Ye Shi..." 

 

The sound suddenly stopped! 

 

One eye protector suddenly found a problem! 

 

The man's cold and proud eyes, as well as the sense of familiarity that he perceives! 

 

It's not because I met yesterday, but the temperament in my eyes is the same as ye Shitian wearing a 

mask! 

 

Luoyao takes ye Shitian away! And I put it by myself! 

 

"Kill the Lord, then It seems that the man is ye Shitian, but he has changed his face! Please kill the Lord 

 

One eye Dharma protector does not dare to hide anything. 

 

This is too serious! 

 

"Waste!" 

 

The killing master slapped directly on the head of one eye Dharma protector! 

 

"Click!" With a sound, the head was directly broken and turned into bursts of blood mist! 
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A headless corpse forms instantly! 

 

"You are my Dharma protector, but I never raise rubbish!" 

 

With these words, he quickly toward the blue light column! 

 

If he guessed correctly, the place where the light pillar is located is ye Shitian! 

 

After the killing master left, the true Qi condensed in the elixir field and said directly: "everyone, go 

towards the blue light column! As fast as you can 

 

At this moment, no one knows what kind of anger there is in the murderer's heart! 

 

During this time, he paid too much price! 

 

Ye Shitian's appearance not only destroyed his plan, but also made everything he built for many years 

collapse! 

 

He was also mercilessly ridiculed by Kunlun Xu people! 

 

Anyway, ye Shitian must die! 

 

And he killed it himself! 

 

At the same time, Yucang mountain area. 

 

Two young girls were riding on both sides of the mount, constantly approaching the killing place. 



 

One of the girls is charming and beautiful. 

 

Every movement is with a trace of unique charm. 

 

It was Ji Siqing. 

 

Ji Siqing and Ji He, although they do not know the whereabouts of Ye Shitian, all the news points to the 

killing place. 

 

You can only take a chance. 

 

Suddenly, far away, a blue light column was naturally found by Ji Siqing. 

 

Her indifferent eyes were filled with a trace of surprise. 

 

"It seems that only the people who are able to communicate with the gods can control this light column. 

Is it possible that there are medical people in the killing place?" 

 

"I heard that ye Shitian seems to have a deep research on medical ethics. Is this light column related to 

Ye Shitian?" 

 

Very likely! 

 

Ji Siqing's eyes flashed a trace of certainty that there was a special existence in her talent. 

 

That's a strong hunch. 

 

This premonition is very mysterious, and the elders of the family can not explain it clearly. 

 



But she has helped her countless times, whether in practice or between life and death. 

 

Even this premonition makes her subconsciously approach Ye Chen, who is said by Kunlun as a waste. 

 

She and ye Chen gap is very big, day by day, according to reason, the two people should have no 

intersection in their lifetime. 

 

Even at the beginning, Ji Siqing has a trace of disdain for ye Chen. 

 

It is this premonition that makes her have a good feeling for ye Chen, and it is countless times to help. 

 

She knew it wasn't like it. 

 

As for other people's misunderstanding, she does not intend to explain, which can at least protect Ye 

Chen! 

 

Can be her Ji Siqing like only better than her man! 

 

At present, the whole Kunlun Xu, ye Shitian is the most qualified! 

 

"Xiaohe, we are going to the land of the light column!" 

 

"OK, sister Siqing!" 

 

Two beautiful images quickly swept away! 

 

…… 

 

Ye Chen in the cave does not know that some people are approaching. 



 

At the moment, he felt that the true Qi of Dantian and even the thunder and lightning of his life talisman 

were absorbed by Duan Huaian's Dantian! 

 

It's like a bottomless pit. I'm not satisfied with it! 

 

His eyes are crazy, and he forces out a drop of blood essence again! 

 

His arms were full of blue tendons and his fingers were open, as if he had grasped the black Rune! 

 

Lin Qingxuan's power is attached to Ye Chen's palm. 

 

A supreme force, as if controlled by him! 

 

It's a great feeling! 

 

Ye Chen knows very well that this black rune is the key. Once it's opened, master will have a chance! 

 

"Get out of the master's body!" 

 

Ye Chen roars, and the blood dragon that originally coiled around the Dan Ding knows Ye Chen needs 

help and goes directly into Ye Chen's arm. 

 

The power of dragon explodes! The blood is coming out! 

 

Ye Chen at this moment is like the God of death! 

 

And the black Rune has a sense of tearing. 

 



"Click!" 

 

The black rune is pulled out by Ye Chen! 

 

Completely separated from the master's Dantian! 

 

Ye Chen's heart is happy! 

 

At this time, Lin Qingxuan's voice suddenly sounded in his ear: "be careful!" 

 

The next second, he found that the black Rune culture is rolling black gas, like a face! 

 

The cold eyes staring at Ye Chen! 

 

"Jie Jie!" 

 

All of a sudden, the black air turned into a sharp sword, cutting through the air and stabbing toward Ye 

Chen's chest. 

 

The speed is too fast, ye Chen has no reaction time at all. 

 

Even if he responds in advance, if he let go of the barrier, then the Dan Ding will be completely 

disordered. At that time, Duan Huaian will be the first to have an accident. 

 

Fortunately, a flash of cold light, ye Chen is feeling the samsara cemetery vibration! 

 

After that, the sword was suspended in front of Ye Chen. 

 

Spirit sword protector!"Touch!" 



 

Black sword and chopping dragon ask Sky Sword instantly collide! 

 

Two forces rippling away, destroying the withered and decaying! 

 

The sword of chopping dragon asked Heaven was directly shaken out and turned over and inserted into 

the cliff of the cave. 

 

But the black sword is turned into a black fog, toward Ye Chen crazy devour and go! 

 

Lin Qingxuan's face changed greatly. He felt flustered for the first time! 

 

He underestimated the ancient magic! 

 

There is a great power in it! 

 

Once this black fog engulfs Ye Chen, the consequence is unimaginable! 

 

Ye Chen is likely to be confused. 

 

He just wanted to rush out of the body to help Ye Chen, but he found that ye Chen's eyebrows suddenly 

flickered with a black light. 

 

"I've forgotten that there's that evil thing in this boy's body, which is enough to suppress everything." 

 

Lin Qingxuan murmured a word, no more hands. 

 

But at the moment Ye Chen is afflicted to the extreme, the black fog drill into his body, in inside dash! 

 



The voice of Jie Jie seems to represent joy and excitement! 

 

The power of Duan Huai'an's Dantian is almost absorbed by it, and it has no use value any more. Now 

there is such a fresh body! 

 

The body is perfect in every way! 

 

Black fog has a certain consciousness, it no longer hesitates, toward Ye Chen's consciousness, as if to 

occupy Ye Chen's consciousness! 

 

Take away and devour! 

 

Ye Chen is well aware of the danger of the black fog. He wants to stop it but finds it impossible! 

 

Ancient magic is too terrible! Just break away from the shackles! 

 

Why isn't it so important! 

 

Does Lin Qingxuan want to see himself become a puppet? 

 

The black fog is about to touch Ye Chen's Zhihai. He is more and more excited. He just wants to speed 

up, but he finds that there is an eye in the sea of knowledge. 

 

The eyes are closed, but there is invisible pressure to tie everything. 

 

It's impossible for black fog to go any further! 

 

Black fog felt something wrong and wanted to turn around and run. At this moment, the eyes opened! 

 

It's like the eye of a demon! 



 

Full of evil spirit and killing! 

 

Bloodthirsty and from hell! 

 

The most evil and terrible existence, as if at this moment! 

 

"How dare you come here! Die 

 

The eye of God and devil actually spewed out a word! 

 

In an instant, the violent power of knowing the sea was full of blood, and the black fog disappeared on 

the spot! 

 

Be mercilessly suppressed! 

 

There is no qualification to stop! 

 

It's not a level at all! 

 

At the same time, a majestic temple stands among the peaks with rich aura. 

 

The place name of the temple is daozong! 

 

The supreme Hall of daozong. 

 

An old man is practicing the supreme mind method of Taoism. Countless disciples look forward to it! 

 

The Lord of daozong is the God in their hearts! No one can stop it! 



 

Suddenly, the God in their hearts opened their eyes, which seemed to be very frightened! 

 

"Poof!" 

 

A mouthful of red blood directly spit out! 

 

The leader of daozong was injured! 

 

For a hundred years, no one ever let him get hurt! 

Chapter 780 

 

 

 

"Master!" 

 

"Lord!" 

 

When the Taoist disciples and elders around saw that the master had an accident, their faces changed 

greatly. All of them stood up directly. They just wanted to help, but the Taoist master stretched out his 

hand to stop it. 

 

"Don't come here!" 

 

The voice of the Lord is like the ice of ten thousand years! Inhuman and angry! 

 

At the moment, his eyes seemed scarlet. 

 

Blood covered! 



 

The face is even more ferocious to the extreme. 

 

The fist clenched, an invisible breath vibrated away, all the people below felt the breath, their faces 

were pale, and they stepped back more than ten steps! 

 

The Lord's anger is not what they can bear! 

 

The key is that they did not expect that the suzerain was so powerful that he would be injured one day! 

 

Are you crazy? 

 

This is the only existence that can be explained! 

 

When all people believe that the patriarch is possessed by the devil, the Taoist patriarch stands up 

fiercely! 

 

In full view of the public, force out a drop of blood essence! 

 

It is to take out a jade array plate from the waist! 

 

This array plate is close to the Lord and extremely precious! 

 

The blood essence falls on the jade array plate in an instant. 

 

"Click!" 

 

The array disk is broken directly! It seems that I can't bear some strength! 

 



"That's not true!" 

 

The master of daozong hit the air with a fist! 

 

The air seems to have been smashed through, and a wave of air is shooting on the column of the hall! 

 

"Boom!" 

 

The column collapses, the whole hall seems to have lost its center of gravity! Tilt to one side. 

 

Countless dust fell from the roof. 

 

The hall was in a mess. 

 

"Who is it! Actually cracked my skill on Duan Huai'an! Who is it! Why is it so? " 

 

The leader of daozong knows better than anyone how terrible the ancient magic is! 

 

Looking at the whole Kunlun void, there are no more than ten people who can crack it! 

 

But Duan Huaian can't touch these ten people! Not qualified to see! 

 

But now how to explain! 

 

He's angry! 

 

He growled! 

 

Not only that ancient magic is gone, but his body is still being eaten back! 



 

Almost seriously injured! 

 

It may even hurt his spirit, permanently! 

 

Can't recover without ten days and a half months! 

 

All of a sudden, he felt something. The ancient magic had not completely dissipated! 

 

There's a chance! 

 

He has to find out who it is! 

 

A leaf kills the sky already to let the way Zong square inch chaos, can't let the dark place one more 

threat! 

 

He shot his cold eyes at several elders around him and said, "all the Taoist elders listen to the order and 

give me a power of essence and blood. I will display the ancient skills and see who is the one who broke 

the art! Come on 

 

"Yes, Lord!" 

 

Language down, more than a dozen elders came to the Taoist patriarch, Qi Qi forced out a drop of blood 

essence. 

 

The essence of blood is suspended on the head of daozong! 

 

The magnetic field of the air is completely disordered. 

 



Taoist Master Mou son a shrink, five fingers directly hold all the blood essence in the palm of the hand, 

mouth chanting words! 

 

After that, he quickly pinched the formula with his fingers, and the blood essence was surrounded by his 

fingertips! Like art! 

 

"Ancient evil spirit array! I sacrifice twelve drops of blood essence to help me break through the fog and 

find the truth 

 

The leader of daozong said that the twelve drops of blood essence flew out and collided in the air and 

turned into bursts of blood mist. 

 

In the blood mist, it seems that there is a sound of Jie Jie, some of which is gloomy and terrifying. 

 

There are several black gas gathering from the leader of daozong. 

 

This is the origin of his skill! 

 

The reason why he is strong is because of the ancient evil power! 

 

Daozong is just a cover up, but also a disguise and tool for him to do some things. 

 

Suddenly, above the hall, a blood red face formed. 

 

But it changed quickly, as if forming a picture. 

 

In the picture, a cave looms. 

 

There is a huge Dan Ding in the cave! 

 



Duan Huai'an's figure is suspended above the Dan Ding! 

 

The line of sight is constantly moving, and a vague shadow can be seen. 

 

The leader of daozong observed it from a close distance. Suddenly, a demon like eye appeared in the 

picture! 

 

Fright, fright, fright. 

 

Behind the eyes of the gods and demons, there is a figure wrapped in endless evil Qi! 

 

Like a demon! 

 

"Such a humble mole ant dares to peep into my place and go back to me!" 

 

A roar suddenly rang through! 

 

The mysterious eye seemed to emit a strange light! 

 

Daozong hall above the screen directly fragmented!At the same time, the Taoist patriarch and the 

twelve elders spat out a mouthful of blood, and their bodies flew backwards! 

 

It's a mess to the extreme! 

 

The leader of daozong smashed on the wall, and his face was pale. He always had the eye in his mind. 

 

This eye is mad and bloodthirsty, as if everything in the world must be subject to it. 

 

This kind of feeling actually let him have fear and depression in his heart! 



 

He dare not touch that man again. 

 

No longer hesitating, the Taoist patriarch reluctantly stood up: "all the elders and disciples listen to the 

order, from this day on, daozong closed the sect for ten days! 

 

Within ten days, no one is allowed to leave daozong for half a step! " 

 

"Yes, Lord!" 

 

…… 

 

In the cave. 

 

Ye Chen opened his eyes, he found that the evil things in the brow absorbed the black fog completely. 

 

The key is that he can feel the ancient magic. Once he sees the power in the brow, it is like a mouse 

meeting a cat. 

 

"What the hell is this? Even if it's an ancient evil, it can't have such a great effect. " 

 

Lin Qingxuan naturally found that ye Chen had nothing to do. He took a long breath: "disciple, this thing 

is very important to you. Although I don't know whether it will affect your future direction, it can at least 

protect you in some special conditions!" 

 

"What's more, it is similar to the blood dragon. If you find a way to combine the two things, it will be 

extremely terrible." 

 

"Duan Huai'an's Dantian restoration has been completely completed, you can let him feel a little bit." 

 



With that, Lin Qingxuan's voice dissipated completely. 

 

It should be back in the tombstone. 

 

Ye Chen returns to God and no longer cares about the evil things in the eyebrows. He quickly comes to 

the top of the Dan Ding and helps Duan Huai'an down. 

 

"Master, wake up!" 

 

When Duan Huaian heard the news, he opened his eyes and breathed fiercely. 

 

Looking at Ye Chen, he naturally found that ye Chen was very weak. He shook his head and sighed: 

"apprentice, I said that this method is not feasible at all. Don't take such a risk in the future. You are not 

in good condition now. You should use your power to adjust it." 

 

Dantian, don't pay attention to you, master Ye! Come on 

 

Duan Huai'an couldn't stand ye Chen's urging, but he sat cross legged and began to run the skill: "I said it 

was useless --" 

 

the voice suddenly stopped! 

 

Because! Countless auras between heaven and earth are surging towards Duan Huai'an crazily! 

 

The direction of convergence is Dantian! 

 

His dried up elixir field seems to be completely reborn because of a drop of water! 

 

What's more, a great river has been formed! 

 



Once the feeling of practice is back! 

 

It's a long way to go back! 

 

At this moment, Duan Huaian's eyes are wide and moist! 

 

Tears are falling down! 

 

This feeling, he has been waiting for decades! 

 

For decades! 

 

He thought that he had nothing to do with martial arts for the rest of his life, but at the moment, the 

apprentice he picked up in China gave him a new life! 

 

Can he not be excited! 


